
CONTENT & DATA SOLUTIONS

Exchange Symbology fields  
make it easy to work directly  
with trading venues.
GLOBAL EXCHANGES EMPLOY UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS 
In addition to standard identifiers, such as the International Securities 
Identification Number (ISIN) and the Financial Instrument Global Identifier (FIGI), 
exchanges around the world use their own official symbology to identify tradeable 
instruments. When firms interact directly with exchanges such as to report 
trades or acquire reference data about securities, it is critical to understand the 
exchange’s preferred symbology.

Keeping track of these symbologies can be extremely time-consuming, especially 
for firms that trade multiple asset classes in many exchanges worldwide. 
Identifiers may change over time, and some exchanges apply standard identifiers 
in unique ways. But firms need to maintain an accurate list of equivalent tickers 
to make sure trade reports are accurate and exchange data can be consumed 
properly in enterprise applications.

EXCHANGE SYMBOLOGY FIELDS SHOW OFFICIAL 
INSTRUMENT IDENTIFIERS
Available with the Market Data Feed (B-PIPE), Exchange Symbology is a set of 
data fields specifically designed to help firms easily identify the official identifiers 
that global exchanges use for a wide range of instruments. These fields simplify 
trade reporting, reference data analysis and other tasks that rely on a direct 
interface with an exchange.  Simplifying the process of combining instrument data 
from multiple market data sources into a single golden copy helps to eliminate 
redundant mapping processes, streamline the trade workflow and reduce 
operational risk.

Exchange Symbology fields can be accessed as part of the Market Data Feed at no 
additional cost. They are tied directly to standard Bloomberg tickers, making it easy 
to combine exchange data with other Bloomberg data sets, as well as share the 
mapping across the enterprise. Most important, firms that subscribe to the Market 
Data Feed no longer need to maintain in-house lists of exchange-specific identifiers.

IDENTIFY INSTRUMENTS 
QUICKLY
Exchange Symbology fields include:

 •  ID_EXCH_SYMBOL – The root or 
underlying exchange symbol for the 
instrument.

 •  ID_FULL_EXCHANGE_ 
SYMBOL – The full exchange 
symbol for derivatives such as 
futures and options, inclusive of 
the underlying symbol and other 
differentiating security elements, 
such as the expiry, option style and 
type and the strike price.

 •  TRADING_SYSTEM_
IDENTIFIER – The unique identifier 
for the instrument, as used on the 
source trading system in cases 
where this may be required instead 
of—or as an alternative to—the 
EX005 value.

 •  ATTRIBUTE_LOCAL_
EXCHANGE_SYMBOL – 
Indicates if the local symbol is 
an official exchange symbol or 
constructed by Bloomberg in the 
absence of an official exchange 
symbol.

 •  REASON_LOC_EX_SYMBOL_
NOT_AVAIL – Explains why the 
local exchange symbol may not 
present for an instrument, such as 
for strategy contracts.
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EXCEPTIONAL ACCURACY
Data experts at Bloomberg for Enterprise are responsible for maintaining the 
accuracy of Exchange Symbology fields. This removes a considerable burden 
from any firm’s market data team, allowing you to redirect these resources to other 
core activities as well as submit trade reports and perform data analysis with a 
high degree of confidence.

PART OF PLATFORM SERVICES
Exchange Symbology fields, available with the Market Data Feed (B-PIPE), are 
part of Platform Services. Platform Services makes it easier for firms to access 
content for specific use cases and deliver it instantly to entitled decision-makers 
and enterprise applications. Platform Services also enables firms to distribute 
internal data through our technology infrastructure with speed and security. 
Available as fully managed offerings, Platform Services can be delivered through 
zero-footprint cloud solutions or locally deployed appliance pairs or clusters.

Some examples of symbology types include (but are not limited to):

CUSIP                    ISIN                   SEDOL                   TICKER
                CINS                  BBGID                    BSYM

TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
To learn more about Exchange Symbology, visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach 
us at eprise@bloomberg.net.
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BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE
To succeed today, financial institutions must respond to challenges that are not 
addressed by traditional approaches. They require world-class solutions that 
integrate people, processes, information and technology for the front office, middle 
office and operations. Bloomberg partners with these institutions to protect and 
capitalize on data, manage risk, deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades of deep industry experience, 
Bloomberg creates real value through the use of innovative technology that turns 
data into a strategic asset. 
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